We are not enemies, but friends.

Sarah Condon
Take it easy, but take it
The Joy is in the Journey

Sasha Cochran
The power of equality fills me.
Widen your horizon,
explore the differences

Mustafa Dagdelen
Discovering self
exploring change
embracing differences

Anthony Starke, Jr.
Through love all humankind has beauty

Alyssa Parks
We are similar in our differences

Lucia Moreno
Anger is the enemy of instruction

Tanisha Hankerson
Open your mind

with compassionate heart

Anas Malkawi
hope for
Ayman Abdallah

dream of
yesterday

hope for
tomorrow

Ayman Abdallah
Knowledge is voluntary, tolerance is mandatory.
Don’t find fault. Find a remedy.
Delve deeper down and dive in.

Kristel Trolenberg
a world of 7 billion worlds

Rodrigo Mezu
You are change, so do it.
We are one, connected to all

Teranda Kearney-Skinner
Reflective thinking transforms experience into insight

Alishia Sloan